=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 26,1995 23:04:13
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: GREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
Do you really believe Arafat wants peace? Just read the
papers for the next 12 mos or so, Jews will continue to be
murdered by PLO terrorists and you can be Arafat will have
had hand in it. He' only taking what he can get for now.
Like Ho Chi Minh, he's patient.
Greg
Bulletin ID: EZA951026230413TKKB30ACHHL71A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 26,1995 22:04:53
To: HAL TURNER (NRJT90A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
This "murderous thug" is the best chance for lasting peace
in the Mid-East.
There are many radical Palestinians who would love to see
him dead, to remove his moderating influence on his
community so that they may murder Israelis with suicidal
impunity.
The next best thing would be to humiliate Arafat and cause
him to lose stature, influence and respect among the
Palestinians which w wld be a great gain for the radicals.
We have a Federal Government for a reason, the chief being
to handle foreign relations. Mayors are not supposed to
stick their big, fat politicized noses into situations where
the lives of thousands, if not millions, are at stake.
Guilliani is obviously willing to let Israeli Jews die in
order to secure the votes of right-wing Jews in New York.
Anything to disrupt the peace process.
The WTC bombing and the attempted bombings were done by
groups that would just as well kill Arafat as they did
Kahane. Maybe Hizzoner will be their next target.
Bulletin ID: EZA951026220453CHHL71ANRJT90A
=======================================================================
========

Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 27,1995 23:22:43
To: GABRIEL WRIGHT (DAQD58A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
Hizzoner is NOT inconsistent, he's a typical Republican.
A Republican will sell-out his own grandmother if it will
make a profit for his masters on Wall Street.
Rolling out the Red Carpet for the Red Butchers of Beijing
just shows us Guiliani's willingness to spit on the graves
of thousands of American servicemen who died trying to save
Asians from communism.
Wall Street got fat selling the weapons of war and now its
getting even fatter dealing with the Butchers. Guiliani, a
thoroughly modern political prostitute, will just lay back
and let the big bucks roll in to reward him for his ongoing
"service."
Wall Street is getting so fat it will just blow itself up.
(Unless some Freedom Fighters do it first.)
Bulletin ID: EZA951027232243CHHL71ADAQD58A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 27,1995 23:00:00
To: GREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
The PLO is as different from Hamas as the
Republican Party is from the Aryan Nation.
Read the papers yourself.
Bulletin ID: EZA951027230000CHHL71ATKKB30A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 27,1995 23:57:44
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: ALLAN NADLER (WMXE31A)
Rick, you seem to be missing the point here. Arafat's role
in the peace talks and the issue of his sincerity or
insincerity in renouncing his former terrorist agenda are
not the issue, as Giuliani made very clear. The Israelis and

the American state department meet with Arafat because he is
amazingly enough considered "moderate" in the Arab world,
and there is no one else to hammer out a peace deal with.
Giuliani is not involved in any of this; he was throwing a
party for the guests to his city who had come to the UN's
50th anniv. This was a social event, not a diplomatic
meeting, and Giuliani was not threatening mid-east peace by
insisting that he didn't want a murderous thug at his party.
Giuliani's action was a most dignified and courageous way of
telling the world that while other may have no choice but to
negotiate with this scoundrel, because of realpolitik, he
had no interest in hosting the man at a concert and cocktail
reception. As a former US federal prosecutor,
involved in the Achille Lauro murder of Leon
Klinghoffer who was thrown into the sea in his wheelchair on
direct orders from Arafat, Giuliani remembers all too well
what a heartless, bloodthirsty bastard Arafat really is,
and righteously sent him away after he crashed his party.
Bulletin ID: EZA951027235744WMXE31ACHHL71A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 29,1995 17:29:23
To: ALLAN NADLER (WMXE31A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
A good host knows how to "grin and bear it."
A slimeball politician knows how to get political mileage
from any event.
Giuliani may be dishonest, but he is not so stupid as to
claim that Mr. Klinghoffer was pushed overboard on "direct
orders of Arafat." You are hallucinating, Allan, if you
believe there is any evidence whatsoever for this statement.
You have picked up somebody's propaganda, probably someone
who is out of power and wants to get back in by derailing
the peace process.
Yesterday, Mossad killed a leader of Hamas in Malta. He was
a sworn enemy of Israel, Arafat,the PLO and the peace
process. During the invasion of southern Lebanon an Israeli
gunner had Arafat in his sights, but General Sharon, who was
on the scene, decided against pulling the trigger. In international relations there are always bigger fish to fry
and even Likud realized that Arafat could be useful in the
long run.
Bulletin ID: EZA951029172923CHHL71AWMXE31A
===================================================

Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 29,1995 23:10:44
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: GREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
An American (I assume you are), defending the PLO is
pathetic and mis-guided. Fortunately, we have the 1st amend.
Now the PLO would shoot one of it's own for doing the same
thing.
Greg
Bulletin ID: EZA951029231044TKKB30ACHHL71A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 29,1995 23:14:53
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: GREW NELSON (TKKB30A)
Are you out of it? It was Clinton that provided 'most
favored Nation status'. Your whinning error filled attacks
on Repubs. are pedestrian at best.

Greg
Bulletin ID: EZA951029231453TKKB30ACHHL71A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 29,1995 17:43:57
To: GEORGE LEHRER (TJMB50A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
Watch out George! The current Israeli government is willing
to give up the Golan Heights to a sworn enemy of Israel, a
man who butchered 20,000 of his own (dissident) People in
Hama.
Artillery now in Syria's arsenal can bombard Tel Aviv from
the Heights, but since President Bush sat down with the
Butcher of Hama and gave him international credence and
respect, we're supposed to roll over and expose our vitals
to this murderer.
All for the cause of Big Oil! The U.S. government will do
ANYTHING for Wall Street. Guiliani can snub Arafat, but
does he have the courage and integrity to go against Bush,

Dole, the Republican Party and Wall Street and denounce
the REAL threat to peace, Assad?
Bulletin ID: EZA951029174357CHHL71ATJMB50A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 30,1995 23:05:49
To: GREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
Are YOU out of it, Greg?
It was the whining wimp George Bush who sent two top
foreign policy advisors to Beijing just two months after the
Tiananmen Massacre, to assure the butchers all was still
well in Sino-U.S. relations.
And this bozo didn't even have the courage to do so
publicly. News of this kow-tow didn't get out until eight
months later.
Bush served his brethren on Wall Street well by thus keeping
open the door for trade. (Trade which is lopsidedly in
favor of China.)
And then, as if to PROVE how much he loves the Chinese
dictators and despises freedom, President Bush signed the
U.S.-Hong Kong Act of 1992 which give the U.S. government's
seal of approval |o the coming sell-out of the 6,000,000
freedom loving capitalists of Hong Kong, who are due to be
absorbed into the "People's Republic" on July 1st, 1997.
Of course, Dole and Gingrich and the other Republican
hypocrites couldn't care less about the fate of these People
because Wall Street is making big profits at the expense of
slave labor in China, and Wall Street is where the Republicats get the money to politicalal screw the rest of us.
Luckily, we still have the 2nd Amendment and that is our
license for violent Revolution. And Bush is so worried about
THAT prospect that he resigned from the NRA, (after, in true
Bush style, he lied about it.)
Bulletin ID: EZA951030230549CHHL71ATKKB30A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 30,1995 23:18:31
To: GEORGE LEHRER (TJMB50A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

George,

We negotiate now to avoid bloodshed in the future.

After the basic framework is in place we'll continually add
details to it to make violence ever more remote.
Land for peace means the status quo is changed in Israel's
favor. Before '67 there was Israel and no peace. After the
West Bank issue is settled there will STILL be Israel in her
original borders AND peace.
Hamas and the Jihad will slowly wither, Syria is the real
problem.
Bulletin ID: EZA951030231831CHHL71ATJMB50A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 30,1995 11:06:24
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: GEORGE LEHRER (TJMB50A)
Rick:
Israel may have to pay for these negotiations in the
future. Pay with fighting again. Pay with blood again.
And if that war comes, there will be no more negotiating
to give the land back again. Yes?
---Shalom, George
Bulletin ID: EZA951030110624TJMB50ACHHL71A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 30,1995 00:19:06
To: GREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
The wheel keeps turning.
One of the ways to defend Isreal now is to defend the PLO.
If you don't believe me, ask Prime Minister Rabin.
If we don't keep up with changing circumstance we'll be
crushed by the wheel of history.
The best defense is to be well informed.
Bulletin ID: EZA951030001906CHHL71ATKKB30A

=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 31,1995 11:15:47
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: GREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
Rick, Your disdain for capital and job producing organs such
as Wall Street is evident and in the same post you applaud
the "freedom loving capitalist" in Hong Kong. I don't get
it. However, your support of the 2nd amend. gives you hope.
Greg
Bulletin ID: EZA951031111547TKKB30ACHHL71A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: October 31,1995 22:10:00
To: WREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
Greg-

Wall Street is indeed a great "job producing organ."

It produces jobs for people in Mexico and Indonesia and
Malaysia and Peru and everywhere else people work more
cheaply than here in Wall Street's home, the good old U.S.A.
And the effect of these jobs that are produced is to create
more wealth for the already rich, politically connected
Wall Streeter who DOES NOT pass along these labor savings to
the American consumer. He keeps the profits for himself,
while millions of Americans, many of whom are veterans, are
unemployed or under-employed. This excess of labor makes
America an employers market, which means most Americans have
to take what is available and compete for low wage jobs.
The standard of living for the rich and the connected go up
while everyone else struggles.
This is a classic formula for violent Revoluti n:
The rich get richer and
the poor get guns.
Most of the entreprenuers in Hong Kong are small scale
capitalists, like what here in America is refered to as
Main Street.
Main Street and Wall Street are, and have always been,
incompatible. The Internationalists pool their resources
(wealth, politicians) and stream roller the little guy.

There is a Revolution coming, a world capitalist Revolution
that will overthrow concentrated capital and the crooked
politiciaoc it buys and pays for.
Bulletin ID: EZA951031221000CHHL71ATKKB30A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: November 01,1995 22:29:38
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: GREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
Oh I see, you're one of those "conspiracy dudes", even
worse, spouting revoluotion. BTW "Wall Street" merely
functions as device to raise capital primarily in the form
of stock (equity) so corporations IBM, Walmart, Microsoft,
etc can grow, and hire "main street" Americans. The
investment vehicles in Wall Street that produce 'wealth' are
available to anyone. So quit babbling about "revoloution"
and buy some stock.
Greg
Bulletin ID: EZA951101222938TKKB30ACHHL71A
=======================================================================
========
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ARAFAT SNUBBED IN NY
Posted: November 02,1995 00:11:38
To: GREG NELSON (TKKB30A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
Buy stock?

Are you crazzzy?

With the advent of derivatives it is now possible to make a
profit from a decline, or crash, of the stock market.
Used to be people all pulled in the same direction, UP, but
now someone (or some groups) can get rich by kicking out
market supports.
With the NYSE at or near record levels look not for a
"correction" but a crash as the big stock manipulating
institutions pave the way for a sickening slide, and then
laugh all the way to the mega bank.
Back in the good old days millions of little guys owned
bits and pieces of various stocks. But now most stock is
held by huge organizations that can sell off $billions worth
at the push of a button while the little guy sleeps.
When the little guy wakes up he'll find out the meaning of
"straddle," but it will be too late.

Funny you should mention Walmart especially in connection
with Main Street. Walmart is sucking the last breath out of
Main Street and is assassinating the basic American Dreamer.
Adam Smith refered to the strength of England as being a
Nation of shopkeepers. (Not a nation of corporate
executives.) America was built by millions of small,
independent businessmen who are now being squeezed out of
existence by the concentrated wealth of the Walmarts, losing
their financial independence and forced to become mere
employees of the huge, faceless corporation that imports
most of what it sells from cheap labor, repressive foreign
countries. Of course, Bill Bush and George Clinton just
love Walmart because they love the money their friends make
from it.
Revolution is not only the easiest answer, it is the only
answer.
Know the old game "rock, paper, scissors?"
Well, the bullet trumps them all.
Can you guess what any widespread violent civil disobedience
will do to the stock market? Remember what happened in
Mexico when a few isolated Indians took up arms against the
oppressive regime?
Bulletin ID: EZA951102001138CHHL71ATKKB30A

